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Mediscam
HOW CRIMINALS EASILY FORM FAKE COMPANIES TO SWINDLE MILLIONS FROM MEDICARE

By Brian Grow and Matthew Bigg
Miami and Atlanta

In Excess LLC billed Medicare for $2.2 million.

Gainesboro Ultimate billed Medicare for $200,000.

Strong Hope Co. billed Medicare for $3.4 million.

More Than Ready Co. LLC billed Medicare for $1.7 million.

Medical Services of Southern Georgia billed Medicare for $823,531.

SHELL GAMES
A Reuters Investigation:
Articles in this series explore the extent and impact of corporate secrecy in the U.S.
When authorities caught up with Michel De Jesus Huarte, he had formed dozens of shell companies and used them to bilk Medicare of tens of millions of dollars.

Here’s how it worked in one case:

Hauce’s partners conduct a fake job interview with a doctor and steal her identity, including her Medicare provider number.

A shell company, named BIBB Group Services, located in an abandoned building, adopts the doctor’s Medicare provider number. The clinic purports to provide HIV and AIDS treatments.

Through a contractor, BIBB Group rapidly bills Medicare using legitimate claim codes for $5.8 million during a seven-month period; Medicare pays $600,000.

After a complaint from a beneficiary, a Medicare contractor flags the bills from BIBB Group as potentially fraudulent and payments are blocked.

Hauce and gang activate other shell companies, such as First Choice and In Excess LLC, using new stolen identities.
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BASIC computer-assisted sleuthing can turn up shell companies involved in Medicare frauds. But U.S. government officials overseeing the program have only just begun using those techniques.

Tracking down the people behind the shells is even more difficult - and U.S. states are resisting steps that might help crack such cases.

A Reuters analysis of state incorporation records suggests that relatively simple steps can help identify fraud. Reporters scrutinized corporate filings for more than 60 purported Medicare providers in Florida, Georgia and other states. Using Google Maps, site visits and calls to officers listed in the incorporation records, Reuters identified more than two dozen fictitious addresses, a half dozen stolen identities, and changes in corporate officers or owners that federal law enforcement agents say may signal fraud.

Some 35 of the entities were part of a criminal fraud ring that has been shut down. But 26 of the entities reviewed by Reuters remain Medicare providers. Edward Pound, a spokesman for the Recovery Accountability and Transparency Board, which monitors the $787 billion stimulus fund for possible fraud, reviewed Reuters’ data. He said the findings “could lead to criminal investigations.” The board referred Reuters’ findings to the Department of Health and Human Services’ Office of Inspector General.

In the U.S., companies are registered at the state level, with state secretaries. But few if any states are conducting the kind of basic examination of incorporation data that turned up the kinds of tips found in the Reuters analysis.

A spokesman for Florida Secretary of State Kurt S. Browning said his office conducts no checks on the validity of corporate information, including whether an address for a company is real or whether officers and directors have criminal records.

In Georgia, anyone can register a corporation for a $50 fee. Brian Kemp, the Georgia Secretary of State, says he has no power to spot attempts by criminals to register fraudulent companies or to weed out bogus firms. “If you fill the paperwork out and send your money in you are registered,” he says.

Even after a shell scam is detected, it can be hard to identify the criminals behind the company. In the fight against shell company-enabled Medicare fraud, two bills introduced this year in Congress would help U.S. investigators pierce the veil of corporate secrecy. But the effort is bogged down amid opposition from state regulators.

Bills introduced in August by Sen. Carl Levin (D-Mich.) and in November by Rep. Carolyn Maloney (D-N.Y.) would require states to collect the names of the real – or “beneficial” - owners of certain types of firms. States currently don’t collect such data. If they did, U.S. law enforcement officials say, it would be harder for fraud rings to perpetrate their crimes by hiding their identities behind nominee officers and owners.

Secretaries of State and business groups have lobbied strongly against the bills. Since 2008, the Senate version has been defeated twice. State officials say the legislation would infringe on states’ rights and impose excessive costs at a time when the economy is struggling.

“Our members are particularly concerned about the significant amount of additional resources and staffing that would be needed to carry out this extra work, particularly at a time when many states are dealing with serious budget shortfalls and cutbacks,” says Kay Stimson, a spokeswoman for the National Association of Secretaries of State, a trade group that represents state regulators.

That means federal investigators chasing Medicare fraud will have to continue trawling sketchy corporate records for clues. “We almost expect that the Secretary of State data is going to be fraudulent,” says Derrick L. Jackson, special agent in charge of the southeast region for the Department of Health and Human Services’ Office of Inspector General.

(Editing by Blake Morrison and Michael Williams)
from state to state and make forming fake businesses easy. Intentionally submitting false corporate information constitutes fraud in every state. But none check the validity of corporate records when a company incorporates or collect information on the “beneficial owners” - those with a controlling interest in the corporations.

Because Huarte's shell companies, like others, were incorporated with various state governments, the corporate documentation gave the fake clinics a veneer of legitimacy. And because Huarte was seldom listed in the incorporation papers, connecting him to the cons became more complicated. The strategy enabled the scheme to go largely undetected by authorities for years, even though most of the operations had mailing addresses that betrayed their fiction. More than a dozen corresponded to UPS stores, Reuters found. Others tracked back to shabby apartments.

For example, a purported cancer clinic called Bellemade Oncology Care lists its address in Georgia state records as 1500 Bellemade Dr., #4D, Marietta, Ga. But a visit to the address reveals it isn’t a clinic at all. Rather, it’s an apartment with a broken washing machine on the front stoop and a pick-up truck parked in the grass outside the complex on Atlanta’s north side.

In Florida, FBI agents say almost every Medicare fraud scheme involves shell companies. There, Reuters scrutinized incorporation documents for firms located in two buildings near the Miami International Airport. In a building with dimly lit corridors, a rickety elevator and almost no one in sight, a host of companies purport to provide services to Medicare recipients. But telltale signs of fraud abound.

Many of the 26 companies in the buildings had replaced corporate officers at least once in the last four years. Some had changed ownership, or their corporate executives represented more than one medical-related company. Law enforcement officials consider such activities to be red flags for fraud.

Reuters subsequently asked analysts from the Recovery Accountability and Transparency Board to use its software programs to examine the companies. The board monitors $787 billion in stimulus funds for fraudulent activity using sophisticated computer systems; last year, it had worked with Medicare officials to look for patterns of fraud.

Earlier this month, board head Earl E. Devaney said the companies Reuters identified represent “a pretty big case.” Devaney, who is also the inspector general for the Department of the Interior, says the board’s analysis of the 26 Medicare providers led investigators to another 15 Medicare entities associated with those providers. He believes the findings could prompt a “serious criminal investigation.” The Miami Medicare providers, he said, “have the distinct look of the kinds of scams we’ve seen before.” The results of the board’s analysis were sent to the inspector general of the Department of Health and Human Services for further investigation, Devaney said.

FEDERAL PROSECUTORS struggled for years to spot, let alone stop, Huarte’s shell game. They describe his operation as “remarkable for its geographic breadth, organization, sophistication, and size.” From 2005 until early 2009, Huarte and at least seven co-conspirators operated at least 35 fake Medicare clinics in Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, North Carolina and South Carolina, court records show.

During that time, his scams operated “virtually uninterrupted,” according to a

“(...) It was like whack-a-mole for a time.”

September 2009 superseding indictment and other court records filed in U.S. District Court in Florida. They billed Medicare for more than $100 million and received at least $34 million in payments for non-existent HIV and AIDS treatments and varicose vein care and pain management therapy that never occurred.

The key: Huarte stayed steps ahead of authorities by setting up new companies before the government could snuff out the fraud from his old ones, court records show.

“It was like whack-a-mole for a time,” says Alanna Lavelle, director of investigations for Medicare contractor WellPoint Inc., who chased the case against Huarte for more than a year. “It became frustrating.”

It began like this: In 2005, Huarte and his co-conspirators formed or acquired control of six medical clinics in Florida, each with its own office. Patients were then recruited and paid kickbacks to periodically appear at the clinics or allow use of their Medicare numbers, according to a plea agreement signed by Huarte in October 2009. The clinics were shams – patients weren’t receiving legitimate treatment there. Later, when authorities caught on, Huarte created shell companies consisting of entirely fictional clinics - those that corresponded with mailbox stores, for instance.

Most of the clinics purported to treat HIV and AIDS patients. Bills submitted for expensive injections of drugs such as Infliximab and Rituxan, which fight immune system deficiencies, cost Medicare as much as $7,800 per dose, according to the indictment.

To disguise Huarte’s role, “straw owners” were paid as much as $200,000 to put their names on Florida incorporation records and bank accounts. In return, some straw owners agreed to “flee to Cuba to avoid law enforcement detection or capture,” according to the indictment.

For instance, Madelin Machado is listed as president of Zigma Medical Care, the
fake Miami clinic that collected $4.5 million from Medicare. In January 2008, after authorities figured out the scam, Machado was indicted for healthcare fraud in Florida. She subsequently disappeared, although she's still listed as Zigma’s president in state records.

Huarte’s cover-ups proved successful for years, even as he secretly directed his fake companies, authorities say. He later replaced Zigma and the other Florida clinics with shell clinics in Atlanta such as New Age Family Institute and Elusive Quality, according to federal court records. Although each was registered in state incorporation records, neither the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid (CMS) nor state officials checked the validity of the corporate documents, a review that may have uncovered the fraud.

CMS, which runs Medicare, says it doesn’t have the resources to analyze incorporation records for each of its 1.5 million providers and suppliers. Those records are separately maintained by each state.

Almost all of Huarte’s corporate data proved a lie. The purported representative of New Age Family Institute was a deaf retiree whose identity had been stolen, an FBI affidavit said.

Medicare claims filed by each of the fake clinics were accompanied by all the right doctor, patient and treatment codes, say law enforcement officials and fraud investigators.

But New Age Family Institute was purportedly located in Atlanta at 205 South 49th St., according to state incorporation records. A Google Maps search shows that address doesn’t exist. Elusive Quality’s address - 925B Peachtree Street N.E., Suite 131 - was actually a UPS store in Atlanta’s Midtown district.

Some of the people listed as officers in incorporation papers say they didn’t know their names had been used until contacted for this article.

One, Jimmie Dominic Dancer, is an instructor at the Emory University School of Medicine in Atlanta. State incorporation records name him as the chief executive and chief financial officer of S.T.R. of Georgia, a purported HIV and AIDS clinic in Atlanta that was part of the Huarte fraud network.

Dancer says he was surprised to learn that his name was listed in state records. A specialist in internal medicine, he says he has not practiced medicine since 2002. “I’ve never been a CEO or CFO,” he said. “I’ve never heard of S.T.R. of Georgia.”

FOR MUCH OF 2008, Huarte continued his use of shell companies outside of Florida. From February to December 2008, he and co-conspirators formed at least 29 new sham Medicare clinics in Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina and Louisiana, according to state incorporation records.

Authorities say Huarte bought lists of real Medicare beneficiaries from a Medicare contractor and from employees of a company that administered benefits. Then he submitted claims in the beneficiaries’ names. But instead of billing Medicare directly as he had done initially, Huarte changed his approach, court records show. He began charging Medicare Advantage Plans, a program administered by private health insurers such as WellPoint Inc. and UnitedHealthcare Group, according to the indictment and a July 2009 motion to revoke bond.

A break came in early 2008, when a Medicare beneficiary complained to WellPoint that his Medicare benefits statement was wrong. It listed him as having received HIV treatments from a Huarte sham clinic called BIBB Group Services - but he didn't have HIV and he'd never received any such care.

WellPoint fraud investigator Lavelle says her team began to review the claims and the incorporation records for other clinics in Georgia.

Reuters also reviewed records and found that BIBB Group’s purported home in the central Georgia town of Warner Robins - 1000 Martha Street, Suite F - is an abandoned building behind a $59-a-night motel.

Despite efforts to stop him, Huarte and his cohorts adapted. Using stolen patient information, they called WellPoint’s customer service line. They pretended to be the patients, Lavelle says, and asked to change the patients’ billing addresses to post office boxes. That way, the patients themselves wouldn't receive benefits letters and the fraud might remain undetected, she says.

For the next 15 months, WellPoint denied claims and stopped payment on checks worth $34 million that were sent to Huarte clinics.

After BIBB Group claims were blocked, new ones flowed in from new shell clinics. They first came from First Choice Group Services, Lavelle says. When those were stopped, new bills for HIV and AIDS treatments came from Strong Hope Co., In Excess LLC and More Than Ready Co. LLC. Each of those firms was formed in August 2008, according to Georgia state records.

“We saw more unusually named clinics pop up,” Lavelle says. “We actually thought they were playing with us.”

The addresses for Strong Hope, In Excess, More Than Ready and four other shell clinics also tracked to UPS stores. They billed Medicare for $15.1 million in false medical services and received $4.2 million in payments, according to court records.

Huarte's four-year Medicare fraud spree was finally ended in 2009. That's when federal investigators in Florida identified co-conspirators who ran Miami check-cashing businesses that turned the Medicare checks into cash. Early that year, the check-cashers agreed to secretly wear recording devices that caught Huarte and others talking about the scam.

In October 2009, Huarte, the master of the Medicare shell game, pleaded guilty to healthcare and mail fraud. He was sentenced to 22 years in a federal prison in Pennsylvania and ordered to repay $18.3 million. Although WellPoint had blocked millions in payments, Huarte's fake clinics outside Florida had still received more than $12 million from almost a dozen private insurers, according to Huarte's plea agreement. In total, his fraud garnered at least $34 million from Medicare.

At a sentencing hearing in January 2010, former prosecutor Stumphauzer told the judge why he felt Huarte deserved a lengthy
prison term for his shell-driven scam.

“I think what really troubles me most is their innovation,” he said, according to a court transcript. “Every time Medicare gets close, every time Medicare clamps off one path, it never occurs to them to stop stealing. They just evolve the scheme and steal some more.”

CMS SAYS IT HAS been handcuffed in combating shell companies that posed as legitimate providers because it lacked the resources to extensively review their backgrounds and addresses. Less than 5 percent of all payments were subjected to audits.

That led to a system in which Medicare cut checks and asked questions later. Analysts and law enforcement officials call it “pay and chase.”

Until recently, Congress offered little funding to help Medicare prevent abuses. But the healthcare reform law passed in March 2010 allocates $350 million over the next 10 years to fight fraud in Medicare and Medicaid, its sister program for the poor. The law also imposes stiffer sentences for the scam artists.

CMS is installing new fraud-fighting computer analytics to check the backgrounds of doctors and providers to ensure, for example, that Medicare ID numbers aren’t being stolen. The programs may help connect the people to the corporations they’re running about 75 percent of the time, says Peter Budetti, deputy administrator and director of program integrity at CMS.

Beginning in January, the locations of providers also will be checked by “geo-spatial mapping,” Budetti says.

In the aftermath of the Huarte case, CMS and private contractors launched a comparison of UPS store addresses and Medicare provider locations. Investigators visited 823 locations and found that 185 providers - 22 percent - listed a UPS store as the practice location on their Medicare enrollment application. CMS says 134 providers have had their license revoked or deactivated.

New providers also will be subject to automated enrollment screening. Their names will be checked against databases that include the federal government’s banned contractor lists, state and federal criminal dockets, and state licensing records.

But how much shell-perpetrated fraud these steps will eliminate remains unclear. The dragnet, for instance, might prompt criminals to simply create new shell companies – entities with no prior histories that wouldn’t register on any government watch list.

Nor do the steps address the fundamental loophole. Although the new screening system will have access to state incorporation records, CMS acknowledges it will still struggle to pierce the shell-company veil because states don’t collect information on the real owners when corporations are formed or sold.

“We want to catch this stuff when it’s at the $30,000 level instead of the $10 million level before anyone notices,” Budetti says. “With the shell companies, these people just keep trying over and over again.”

(Additional reporting by Kelly Carr; editing by Blake Morrison and Michael Williams)
THERE came to authorities in Tennessee last year seemed almost too bizarre to be true.

In August 2010, the inspector general’s office of the Health and Human Services Department in Tennessee was told by a watchdog group about a Medicare provider called Gainesboro Ultimate Med Service Corp. According to federal court records, the clinic was located in the town of Gainesboro, a town between Nashville and Knoxville.

In the two months before the inspector general began investigating, Gainesboro Ultimate displayed an unusual billing pattern. It charged Medicare more than $220,000 - and was paid at least $50,000 - for injections of pegademase bovine. The medication is used to treat a rare ailment called Severe Combined Immunodeficiency Disease, also known as “Bubble Boy disease” because its victims must live in a sterile environment.

What made the billings especially odd was this: There were no known cases of Bubble Boy disease among Gainesboro’s 962 residents, say law enforcement and local health officials.

Investigators subsequently discovered what they believe to be a fraud within a fraud, insulated by a shell company.

The patients who allegedly received treatments for Bubble Boy disease lived in Miami, even though the bills indicated they lived in Gainesboro - at 140 Lonesome Point Lane, a half-finished house on a winding mountain road. The doctor whose Medicare provider number was used by the clinic said he had never heard of the clinic, according to federal court records.

And public records indicate that Gainesboro Ultimate was nothing more than a shell company. Registered on June 29, 2010, it listed its address at 179 Buck Branch Lane and its representative as Yennier Gonzalez. Its president was named Yennier Capote, according to Medicare provider data. The two were the same person.

Yennier Capote Gonzalez was charged with healthcare fraud and money laundering in September 2010, according to an indictment filed in U.S. District Court in Tennessee. He has not yet entered a plea. A trial is pending.

Derrick Jackson, a federal agent with the inspector general’s office, was in charge of the Gonzalez investigation. He says the scheme was enabled by the theft of a real doctor’s identity that enabled Gonzalez to open “a new business on paper.”

In November, a Reuters reporter visited the Bubble Boy clinic at 179 Buck Branch Lane. It sits just off a narrow road that hugs the bank of the Cumberland River. The address never was a medical clinic. It’s a dilapidated barn that houses a rusted bed frame, discarded computer disks and a dozen animal skulls.

A broken black mailbox rests in the weeds out front, still advertising the clinic that never was. It reads, “Gainesboro Ultimate.”
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